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ABSTRACT 



ABSTRACT 

"Wetlands are lands transitional between terrestrial and aquatic 
systems where the water table is usually at or near the surface or the 
land is covered by shallow water " (Brian J Hudson, 1996: 117). 

They have enormous biological resources which can be described as the 

kidneys of the landscape. Unfortunately this valuable Eco-system has just 

become unpleasant and even sinister wastelands within an urban context, 

resulting enormous environmental problems, particularly floods. 

"Today many societies are learning the foolishness and cost of treating 
wetlands as a public enemy. Cities that have encroached on wetlands 
indiscipline manner to bear the tragedy and cost of avoidable flood 
and other environmental impacts "(Mitchell Breazley, 1993: 6) 

However, in the recent past , Wetlands have acquired a new dimension mostly 

due to the hard work done by ecologists and conservationists. An extensive 

wetland literature at both the technical, scientific has now been made and 

available on important ecological functions and values of them as a result of 

the above. 

In Sri Lanka it is found many of such eco systems in urban areas, eco-systems, 

which serve utilitarian, recreational, landscape or experimental purposes. 

Among the wetlands in Sri lanka the low-lying flood plain marshes and related 

canal system found in CMR are unique. How ever most of these wetlands in 

CMR as at present merely acting as detention areas which store storm water 

came through natural drains. In this scenario properly functioning wetland 

system is an asset and also a 'Green lung' in the city structure of CMR. 

On the other hand, as the wetlands are poorly treated due to social, political, 

economic and other reasons, CMR suffering from severe environmental 

problems particularly in the form of floods, as mentioned earlier. Even though 

relevant authorities prepare and implement several management approaches 
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and annually spend large sum of monies to maintain and keep wetlands in 

order, the wetlands continue to pollute and clog resulting several 

environmental hazards. Accordingly this has become a critical issue to be 

addressed urgently and also making a strong case for revitalization of the 

same. 
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CHAPTER-01 

1.1 Background of the study 

Wetlands are the most productive Eco-Systems in the world 

particularly those situated in the tropics. They include estuaries, 

mangroves and tidal flats, flood plains & deltas, fresh water marshes 

and lowlands, lagoons, swamp forests and lakes located around the 

world. Their shallowness, high temperature, high nutrient content and 

profusion of light, guarantee large biomass turnover and rich and 

diverse plant & animal communities. 

They are rich in fish, birds, crocodiles, & other valuable creatures. 

They support herbs with high medical value. 

They are the natural habitat of one of the words principle food grains, 

rice-most strains of which are cultivated in a modified wetland 

habitats. 

They are regulators of water floor. 

They support enormous biological productivity of plant and animal 

communities and are important as nursery grounds for marine fishes. 

"Wetlands are thus valuable as 'sources, sinks and 
transformers of a multitude of chemical, biological and genetic 
materials', and their function as natural processors of waste 
products have earned them their description as 'the kidneys of 
the landscape ' (Mitch and Gosselink, 1986:3) " 

-Brian J. Hudson, Cities on the shore, 1996:P.l 18 

For thousands of years, wetlands have provided mankind with almost 

inexhaustible sources of foods, building and utility material etc. Today 

they still contain a large part of the world's biological heritage. 

Historically, location of the settlements were determined by water and 

the first major concentrations took place in the broad fertile river 

valleys which later developed in to the centers and movements of high 



civilizations, like Greece, Persia and China. This introduced a new and 

profoundly important aspect of man's relation to environment from 

natural to manmade. 

"for 6000 years, river valleys and their associated flood plains 
have served as centers of human population, with many 
boasting sophisticated Urban cultures. Their fertile soils 
brought in huge harvest upon which the peoples of regions 
could depend. Today, the wetlands which natured the great 
civilizations of Mesopotamia & Egypt, of the Niger, Indus & 
Mekong valleys continue to be essential to the health welfare 
and safety of million ofpeople who live by them " 

-Mitchell Beasley, Wetlands indanger,!993:P.22 

In an Urban fabric Wetlands provide vital natural infrastructure 

linking all parts of the region with corridors of streams and canals, as 

well as forming a skeleton of natural habitat that allows for continued 

existence of living environment. This web of streams & lowlands are 

basis for largest open Ecological resources in an Urban fabric. 

When it comes to the Urban Built Environment, Wetlands act as 

utilization, recreational, aesthetic, reflective, landscape or experimental 

feature. 

Sri Lanka is enriched with Tropical Wetlands system extends over 

6500 Km 2 , 15% of the land surface of the island. These wetlands 

comprises both natural and man- made systems. In Sri Lanka, majority 

of these Wetlands are located in and around the Colombo Metropolitan 

Region. The wetland landscape of this region is dominated by three 

main rivers Kelani, Kalu, Bentara and several Oya's. The region is 

originally built on low-lying marshy land of those river valleys. 

These wetlands represent potentially the most valuable natural 

Ecosystem in the Colombo Metropolitan Region and primarily consist 

of fresh water marshes, lowlands, lakes and coastal waters. As setting 
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of the major part of the CMR is on low lying flood plain, contribution 

of these wetlands as natural infrastructure is on a very higher level. 

However in our Urban Context the use of inland wetlands such as lakes 

and canals, fresh water marshes for other utilization purposes is very 

limited. In many countries inland wetland ecosystem play a vital role 

in the Urban fabric, not only to enhance the built environment, but also 

to stimulate various socio-economic activities. 

Issue 

With the rapid Urbanization and swelling of population the 

consumption of natural resources grew rapidly resulting in severe ill 

effects on Wetland Eco-system. Land being the most precious natural 

resource in the current trend, due to their scarecity, is not a simple 

commodity that can be stored and replaced, destroyed or even 

recycled. 

Due to this mere reason Wetlands are found to be used for day-to-day 

development activities, despiting their Ecological value. 

To day most of the development activities in the city have encroached 

Wetlands. Due to unplanned and mismanaged reclamation or filling of 

them, Wetlands have failed their basic function of reclamation draining 

and disposing storm water to sea through a natural net work. 

The continued destruction of Wetlands by drainage, exploitation & 

pollution is one of the apparent acts of environmental Vandalism being 

committed on a worldwide scale today. Similarly, in local conditions 

many Wetlands are indiscriminately exploited for commercial, 
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agricultural and industrial development purposes which happen now at 

an increasing pace, and are found to be used as dumping grounds for 

the domestic, agricultural and industrial waste. In some places they 

have become only dumping grounds & completely neglected & 

detached from the Urban Fabric. 

This is the reason for Wetlands being perceived as " wastelands" in the 

common opinion. In most occasions lowland and streams in the Urban 

context, are considered as evil features, mostly which are disregarded 

due to physical, psychological, social, environmental & economical 

issues they pronounce on the city structure and its inhabitants. 

Rich and developed countries have been already recognized the 

importance of these natural resources, has long played a leading role in 

shaping appropriate polices & laws for sustainable designing in order 

to promote their understanding of wetland issues and to provide 

guidance for sensible development and management of available 

wetlands and riparian resources. 

But such conditions can't be expected from desperate developing 

countries due to their poverty and lack of knowledge to look after their 

Wetland heritage. 

1.3. Need of the study 

As mentioned above the poor attention paid on the Wetlands have 

enabled clogging and polluting effects upon Urban life. Due to the 

ignorance and unplanned filling permitted on Wetlands, large part of 

the Colombo city was submerged by nasty floods, which considered as 

one of the major environmental problems arose for recent past. In this 

Ex: Utah wetlands & Riparian Center- USA 
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occasion, the Wetlands and associated canal network have clearly 

proved they have almost lost their capacity of draining, and disposing 

storm water. In order to sustain at least this basic function Government 

have to dredge clean and upgrade the canals and drains from time to 

time spending millions of rupees. 

On the other hand, in the present trend, Wetlands have been identified 

as an asset due to their important functions and values., which has 

resulted in the increase in conservation efforts during the past ten years 

around the world. 

This has raised the need of making the government and public 

knowledgeable to move beyond the traditional concepts of Wetland 

conservation and focus more upon effective Wetland management. The 

available area of highlands in the city has become a very scared 

resource, and lowlands are compelled to be used for new 

developments. In that, these lowlands are needed to be sustainably 

reclaimed and more wisely utilized to meet the future demand rather 

than to be preserved. 

Current demand of the Urban man, specially of younger generation, for 

places to spend their leisure time out doors to escape from dull & 

monotonous city life, has been increased for past few years. Density of 

Colombo has been growing continuously over the last forty years 

resulting in no proper places for recreation and public activities. So, 

the Wetland network and associated canal system will be an obvious 

solution. 

Although, majority of Wetland studies have focused on Environmental 

and Ecological issues, less efforts have been devoted to investigate the 

viability of a society based management and maintenance mechanisms 

for Colombo wetlands, considering future demands and attitudes of 
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city dwellers. Therefore, it is essential to manage Wetland resources 

with the integrated assistance of relevant agencies and general public 

through an innovative manner. Revitalizing of them to achieve goals of 

sustainable development is essential, rather than preserving them as 

Ecologically sensitive areas in an Urban context. 

At the same time according to the setting of Colombo Metropolitan 

Region most of the area is on low line flood plain (fresh water marshes 

& low lands). Fragility of that context requires considerable attention 

to sustain Wetlands from the destruction that arise from opportunistic 

Urbanization. 

To day most of the developed countries have lost majority of their 

Wetland heritage, due to unplanned use for various development 

activities. Fortunately developing countries still remains their majority 

of Wetlands, but the problem is poor mitigation of them due to various 

reasons. 

This negligence has resulted in clogging & polluting of the Wetland 

system and its effects upon Urban life and the hygienic conditions has 

become a critical environmental issue. 

Such current issues have make it very essential and a timely need, to 

look into this matter in a wider angle , than ever before. 

1.3 Objectives 

The problem identified and discussed in this research can be addressed 

in two basic ways. 
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-structural methods 

-non structural methods 

The overall objective in this research is to identify ways and means to 

address this problem through non-structural methods, incorporating 

design solutions to deal with wetlands. The ultimate goal is to bring 

forward ideas that confirm to sustainable methods in order to formulate 

comprehensive solutions. 

Under this broad perspective various objectives to be dealt with, 

main objective in this study is to work out strategies for optimum 

utilization of Wetlands in a sustainable manner. 

In achieving above, main focus will be made on Urban voids adjoining 

Wetlands and criteria would be developed for relevant aspects to be 

considered.(i.e. wetlands can be developed as recreational area in the 

urban context.) 

Strategies for revitalizing Wetlands in terms of the said criteria would 

then be formulated, to ensure sustainable utilization of them. 

Hence the overall attention of this dissertation is to present a strong 

case practical as well as sustainable course of strategies that can be 

taken in to consideration when dealing with utilizing Wetlands in 

sustainable Urban designs. 

1.4 Method of the study 

The research design to be incorporated in this dissertation would 

comprise of many different methods depending on specific objectives, 

which are to be achieved. A reconnaissance survey in the study area 

will be carried out in order to gain an insight to the current situation of 

Wetlands. 



A study will be carried out to find out the interrelationships between 

people, city and associate Wetlands. Here, investigations on the 

existing utilizations, potentials, and neglected situations of them, also 

will be done . 

It would also be necessary to selectively read and gather information 

related to the study area and conduct a literature survey in order to 

achieve the objectives to formulate a concept and identify the related 

criteria in relation to that concept. Further more, the case illustrations 

done for specific concepts will be briefly analyzed to achieve this. 

The electronic media giving all the latest information regarding the 

subject will also be taken in to consideration.. These information from 

literature survey will be gathered and analised finally to come to the 

measures, and obtain appropriate strategies regarding the subject. 

The study will have Three main parts: 

Introductory consisting Chapters one and two, Investigative part 

consisting of Chapters three, four and Illustrating consisting of Chapter 

five. 

Introductory chapters ONE, TWO brings forward with background 

information of Wetlands, functional, ecological, historic back ground 

of them and etc. In the investigative section the criteria identified will 

be developed in to the basic concept dealing with Wetlands and 

current functions of wetlands and their neglected situation within the 

study area will be discussed. In the illustrative section various 

strategies are formulated to achieve sustainable goal presented. 
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1.6 Scope and limitations 

As discussed earlier, Sri Lanka is enriched with Tropical Wetlands 

extends over 15% of the land surface of the island. Majority of them 

are located in and around the Colombo Metropolitan Region. As this 

area covers a vast area and the study is specifically focused in to a 

selected area which is defined as 

" Core Area" in Colombo Metropolitan Regional Structure Plan. Being 
V 

a part of the macro region 'Core Area' has same environmental 

profile, climate and other issues common to its macro region. 

Therefore problems attached with Core Area can be considered as 

representing the large area denoted by CMRSP. 

In addition to that the study will be limited only to formulate 'Model 

Guide lines' to be followed and applied in developing sustainable 

approaches to revitalize Urban Wetlands in future. 

There is an opportunity for some one interested in the subject area to 

use these Model Guide Lines, analyze realistic situations and come up 

with suitable Solutions for revitalizing Wetlands. 
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WETLANDS IN AN URBAN CONTEXET & THEIR RELATION SHIP 
WITH THE MAN & HIS BUILT ENVIRONMENT 





Chapter 02 

2.1 Definition of Wetlands 

More than 50 definitions for Wetlands are : i use throughout out the 

world. Among these, the broadest, and therefore, that which is used 

most widely on an international scale, that is provided by the Ramsar 

Convention. Ramsar is an Iranian city lying on the shores of the 

Caspian Sea, and it was here that the Wetland Convention was adopted 

in 1971. Designed to provide international protection to the widest 

possible group of Wetland Ecosystems, the Ramasar Convention 

defines Wetlands as, areas of marsh , fen peat land or ater, whether 

natural or artificial, permanent or temporary, with water that is static 

or flowing, fresh brackish or salt, including areas of marine water the 

depth of which at low tide does not exceed six meters. 

Many Wetlands are difficult to identify bee; ise they may be dry for 

most of the year but during the growing seasc i there for to much water 

for the land to support. They may also be referred to as swamps and 

marshes according to the type of soil and plant life they contain. 

Swamps and marshes both occur in low-lying areas near rivers or on 

flat areas along coasts between the high and low water marks. 

2.1.1. Types of Wetlands 

•Estuaries, mangroves and tidal flats 

•Floodplains and deltas 

•Freshwater marshes 

•Lakes 

•Peat lands 

•Forested Wetlands 
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Fig.Ol 
Some wetlands types 

Importance of Wetlands as a sensitivity zone in an Urban 

Context. 

Wetlands are made up of a mixture of soils, water, plants & animals 

The biological interactions between these elements allow Wetlands to 

perform certain functions and generate healthy wildlife, fisheries and 

forest resources. The combination of these functions and products, 

together with the value placed upon biological diversity and the 

cultural values of certain Wetlands, make these eco-systems, 

invaluable to people all over the world 

At the heart of every living landscape is or rather was series of 

Wetlands, lush habitats which provide countless species of plant and 

animals with a rich environment. 

Flood control, water purification and shoreline stabilization can be 

maintained by Wetland system When Wetlands are converted or 

developed without considering its full value the negative consequences 

can be immediately by local people The economy of a region or 
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indeed a nation may be affected adversely if the alterations are many or 

large. 

Fig.()2 
Aftermath of flooding in Khartoum. Sudan, levels of the 
river Nile are well known. Pressure of space has made 
these newcomers occupy the lowest ground with the result. 

They are the base for complex food chains & regulatory of water flow. 

Many rivers remains a reliable source of water throughout the year 

because it 's flow is impelled by swamplands so that wet seasons down 

pours drain away slowly and the water continues to flow during dry 

season 

In terms of geological timescale Wetlands retaining specific features 

for very short periods. Wetlands are also highly sensitive to climatic 

changes. 
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Fig.03 

Various types of Wetlands, 

shown in the diagram have 

different hydrological 

signatures 

A. Estuaries 

B. Mangroves 

C. Flood plains 

D Flooded 
forests 

In Europe archeological evidences of preserved human remain proves 

that prehistoric people tend to settle in or near to Wetlands 

2.2.1 Historical Background of Wetlands 

Archeological evidences found in Europe over 6000 years, show that 

river valleys and their associated flood plains have served as centers of 

human population, with many brasting sophisticated Urban cultures 

Their fertile soils brought in huge harvests upon which the peoples of 

regions could depend. Today the Wetlands, which nurtured the great 

civilization of Mesopothemia., Egypt and the Niger, Indus & Mekony 

valleys continue to be essential to the health, welfare & safety of 

millions of people who live by them. 

Presently, almost 70% of the world 's population lives on sea coasts, 

and in many regions, river valleys, lake shores have been settled for 

thousands of years Over much of Asia a diversity of cultures and 

empires has been built upon the control and exploitation of the region's 

wetland systems. The civilization of the Indus valley, Angkor in Indo 
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China grew much of their economic strength and stability f r o m their 

efficient manipulation of the Indus & Mekong. 

In studying the use of water related cities, two significant types of 

civilizations were identified; 

• Hydraulic civilization 

• Aquatic civilization 

Clear distinctions between hydraulic civilizations, controlled water 

flow through dikes & dames, and aquatic civilizations which exploited 

the natural cycle of river flood and adjust to i t 's excesses by for ex. 

Building their houses on stills. In general, the hydraulic from of life 

developed inland, where water was more seasoned and needed to be 

controlled in order to be brought most efficiently to the best 

agricultural land. In contrast the aquatic ci /ilizations inhabited the 

deltas & flood plains where water was abundant as if moved lu ihe sea. 

Civilization to modify natural wetlands establish in Europe during the 

1400s. The concept of working with the nature was largely absent from 

Colombian Europe. Instead, the hydraulic culture which sought to 

control and dominate the aquatic environment. Governed much of 

human society's relationship with wetlands in the subsequent 500 

years. Along the coast of Europe, the Dutch began to dick their shallow 

sea turn its bed into reclaimed agricultural land, known as polders. In 

Britain and France, similar investment was made in channeling the 

major rivers. And as the new colonies established in the America, 

Africa & Asia, this hydraulic technology > as exported and indeed 

continues today. 

2.2.2 Physical use of Wetlands 

There were clear distinctions between those to civilizations, that is 

hydraulic civilization controlled water flow through dikes and dams, 
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aquatic civilizations exploited the natural the natural cycle of river, 

flood and adjust to it 's excess by following strategies such as built 

structures on stilts etc. 

The agricultural and industrial revolutions not only changes the social, 

economic and political face of the world, but they also set in to motion, 

a process of ecological change and devastation which continues today. 

The special attention received the commodity of land both at home and 

in the newly discovered and settled lands were the marshes, flood 

plains and other Wetlands, due to increasing their physical use for 

socio -economic activities. 

It has been calculated that 1 ha. of tidal Wetlr nd can do the job of us $ 

123,000 worth of waste-water treatment and many companies and 

communities are now recreating Wetlands to clean their waste in USA. 

By restoring rain and melted snow and releasing runoff evenly, 

Wetlands can diminish the destructive onslaught of floods 

downstream. Preserving natural storage can avoid the high 

rehabilitation and maintenance cost of canals and other drains. In the 

Charles river of Massachusetts in the USA reservation of 

38 k m 2 of main stream wetlands, provide natural valley storage of 

flood waters. It is estimated that had 4 0 % of these Wetlands been 

reclaimed the increased flood damage would have cost of US $ 3 

million each year. And had been filled coi 'pletely the added flood 

damage would have been over US $ 17 millic > per year. 

Many wetlands, in particular mangroves and other forested coastal 

wetlands help dissipate the force and lessen the impact of coastal 

storms. Hurricanes and other coastal storms cause wind damage and 

flooding but the energy of waves and current or other erosive forces 



can be reduced by Wetland vegetation by stabilizing shorelines It was 

estimated in the UK in 1981, that sea walls constructed behind the salt 

marshes would be over 20 times cheaper to build than walls has 

unprotected by salt marshes 

Fig. 04 
The mangrove forest 
of the Sundarbans in 
India and Bangladesh, 
for ex. Breaks storm 
waves, which often 
exceed 4 m in high. In 
recognition of their 
protective functions 
over last 10 years 
Bangladesh 
Government has 
planted vast area of 
mangroves to protect 
embankments and 
farms 

Nutrient retention and export sedimentation 

support dense population offish catch or wildlife After construction of 

Aswan dam, on the river Nile, export of nutrients and sediments was 

substantially reduced As a result, total fish catch from the 

Mediterranean sea adjacent to the Nile delta decreased from 38,000 

tones in 1962 to 14000 tones in 1968 

Fig.05 
The village of Dixocovc in Ghana, make full use in their wetlands. 
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Two thirds of the fish we eat depend upon Wetlands at some stage in 

their life cycle. In Africa fish are the most important sources of animal 

protein making up 2 0 % majority out of them are caught in marshes 

on daily basis In other Wetlands such as Niger Delta in Mali there are 

annual fishing festival forwards the end of the dry season. 

Many Wetlands have been converted to sensitive agricultural lands 

Properly managed natural Wetland agriculture can often yield 

substantial benefits to local communities Indonesian tidal swamps are 

cultivated successfully and rice is the major crops in addition to that 

poultry, fishery is done within the same lands 

Wetlands contain potential energy for human consumption, normally 

in the plant matter & peat when this can be used on a sustainable basis, 

it is an important component of an integrated management scheme for 

the wetlands Peat-lands are a kind of wetlands around the world which 

represent a virtually inexhaustible supply of fuel for scattered 

communities small scale use doesn' t harm the environment but in 

other places peat is mined extensively and put to industrial uses adding 

to green house gases. Ireland generates 4 0 % of its electricity from 

seven peat-fired power stations. 

Fig.06 
Cutting peat in Caithness 
Scotland 
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Many Wetlands do support a significant diversity wild life. Eco-

tourism is one of the modern trend developed related to natural eco

systems that wWetlands have a great potential in this sector. 

Fig.07 
A party o f tourists in big cypress swamp of the Florida Everglades. 

About a million-tourist visit the Everglades each year, making it one of 

the united statues top attractions like all environments, wetlands must 

compromise with tourisms. Supervised tours such shown in the picture 

do little harms but uncontrolled tourism can cause serious damage. 

Wetlands as transport systems can be over looked by city dwellers. In 

the dense districts of many developing countries water transport often 

is the cheapest and most reliable method of carrying people & goods. 

In areas of permanent Wetland, boats may be the only practical means 

of transport. 
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Fig.09 
Women carrying 
fishing baskets to a 
wetland site in 
Botswana 

The importance of Wetlands is to be thourouly felt by developing 

countries rather than developed countries. The developed western 

world has already lost the vast majority of its Wetlands at the cost of 

which has been offset by industry & manufacture. But for the 

developing countries the conservation their "life supporting Wetlands" 

is essential. 
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Fig. 10 
Bustling river traffic near the town of Mopti. central Mali 

In addition to the seasonal floods upon which the economy of the 

region depends, the Niger also provides a permanent and freely 

accessible transport system. 

The Mekong river drains into the South China Sen through its delta lies 

to the south of Ho Chi Minh City in Vietnam from just below phnom 

Penh to the sea the delta covers an area of 55,000 K m 2 is one of the 

largest & most important wetland systems in Asia. Along its way to the 

sea, the Mekong is the life blood of the region. About 3 quarters of its 

drainage basin lies within Laos, Thai-land, Cambodia & Vietnam and 

about 4 0 % of the total population of these four countries live in the 

basin The cities of Vientiene and Phnom Penh are located on its banks 

and a river plays the essential role in the economy of the whole region. 
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Fig. 11 
The Mekong river near by 
cultivation areas 

In the relative densely populated regions along the banks of the 

Mekong, every available area of land is used for agriculture. A variety 

of crops is grown on mini terraces to supplement the population's diet, 

with water being transported simply by watering can, or any other 

constrains from the river to the bank 

Fig. 12 
The Mekong 
River in 
Thailand 
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Mekong river is a good example for an important source of fish for 

Hundreds of river side communities. The simple bamboo structures 

standing in the water are where the fisher men hang their nets when the 

is use. The stilled houses show the local awareness of the danger of 

Hooding. 

Fig. 13 
Moating Market place in Bangkok 

Six thousand years ago it was the productivity of flood plain Wetlands 

in Africa Asia that permitted a rapid population increases, which in 

turn stimulated civilization & Urban Development. Today the process 

threatens to work partly in reverse. The rapid growth of civilized urban 

population, which require living spaces food & electricity threatens the 

continued existence of many natural Wetlands. 

mum s 
11 



2.3. Wetlands and its relationship to the Urban lai dscape and Built 

Environment. 

According to Brigitte Forgeur. 

"The city is a book for the reading the pedestrian is the reader. 
He can start at any page, walking back words or forwards in 
time & space" 

The relationship between man and natural environment in the Urban 

entity is completely contrast and totally opposite to the rural context. 

A city or an Urban space as the largest visual manifestation of man 

therefore can be easily and rightfully considered as a composition of 

forms and spaces. These forms in a city can either be natural forms 

such as mountains, significant rocks & bou'ders, clumps of trees or 

man built forms such as buildings, bridges, w 'lis etc. Spaces again can 

either be natural ones such as rivers, canals, lakes and Wetlands, large 

open spaces and man built spaces such as streets, squares, parks & 

junctions. 

- Forgeur - Page 14, 16, 19 

Fig.14 
A typical section of a rural 
setting. 
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The contrast of water space as a spatial element was diluted by 

alterative open spaces. 

Water space is contrast in dense urban setting in the absence of 

alternatives. 

With the rapid Urbanization most of the urban entities one becoming 

artificial habitats. Are by acre natural environment has tamed and 

absorbed by man-made structures.. In that context Wetland space 

become more definite open space well as visual enhancement which 

not yet filled with man-made structure. In addition to that in a hot 

humid country such a water logged space in a dense city would be a 

cooling source. Therefore no controversy that the presence of such 

open space have a great impact on congested Urban entity where if 

becomes a necessity. 

Fig. 15 
Typical section of urban 
setting. 
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In cities each element of city being necessarily a part of the main 

structure that is the built fabric is being a part of the individual element 

of their built fabric These cities show particular order, balance and 

continuity For that managing the balance of Urban solids & voids is 

very important 

According to Royer Trancik in the traditional city 3 principal types of 

urban solids have evolved, 

a) Public monuments & institutions 

b) The predominant field of urban blocks 

c) And edge Defining buildings. 

There are five main types of Urban voids that perform various 

functions in the exterior space of the city 

a. Entry foyers act as passage ways between private public 

space 
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b. Inner block voids are semiprivate transition zones. 

c. The network of streets and squares corresponds to the 

predominant field of block and contains the active public 

life of city. 

d. Parks and gardens are nodes that rontrast with architectural 

Urban forms. 

e. While linear open space systems. 

In this linear open space systems usually associated with natural 

features such as water fronts etc. have very important role in water 

front development projects as a urban voids for create all types of 

connections among water, Built Environment & city activities. It 

may be caused to create a new city shaped with the urban wetlands. So 

then most countries have been redeveloped their wet land heritage to 

enhance the B E . for development & shape of the new city. 

2.4. Wetlands in a city and its contribution to urban activities. 

The good quality environment helps to impr >ve the efficiency of the 

economy, their social equity and the sustainability of cities. The 

activity sectors in cities have developed during the life time of such 

cities. These activity sectors have made use of environmental resources 

in around and even brought into the cities from out side. The 

interactions between such resources and sectorial activities while 

making the city fertile and attractive have created environmental 

hazards, which are disenchanting especially the city environment and 

environmental profile near the capital. This situation can be observed 

especially in developing countries and Sri Lanka has not been an 

exception. Urban wetland is a unique natural resources as well as 

context for economic activity in urban city. 
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The wetlands contribution to the urban life is widely spread over 

number of activities within a vast range. 

Activity Sector. 

- Housing 

- Agricultural activities 

- Fishers 

- Wetlands related activities 

- Solid waste management 

- Storm water drainage 

- Sewerage 

- Power & energy 

- Education 

- Water supply 

-Transportation and 

communication 

- Health care 

- Tourism & recreation 

- Industry 

- Commerce 

Flood retention 

Resource Use 

Urban land 

Agricultural land, Organic fertilizer 

Marine t inland water, coastal land 

Lands, ' ir, water 

Lands, water, sunshine, air 

Lands, water, sunshine, air 

Lands, water, sunshine, sea 

Lands, pars/open spaces/grounds 

Land, forest ,catchment, transport for 

spar facilities (Labugama,Kalatuwawa) 

Land, air space, water 

Land, water, forest resource for herbs, 

beaches/parks grounds 

Land, v iter forest air, see coastal 

wetland :. 

Clay (Brick menu), sand, stone 

(construction), miniy ( . . .) land (locating 

industry) water & air (processing & 

manufacturing) fuel & fuel wood 

(energy source) 

Land, fisheries water, construction 

materials medical herbs. 

Enhancement of micro Climate 
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s of various activities on wetlands 

• Soil erosion 

• filing of wetlands 
0 Health hazards due to blocked drains & flooding resulting 

from waste dumping into water 

• Unauthorized construction & disposing untreated sewage to 

nearby waterways (Colombo harbor, Beira lake) 

• Loss of biodiversity due to over o )loitations of wetlands & 

deforestation damage to wildlife. 

0 Loss of agricultural lands 

• Flooding due to reduction of retention areas and increase of 

run off rates. 

• Reduction of ground water level 

• Encroachment into reservations. 

• Fragmentation of land 

• Ground water pollution due to solid refuse dumping 

(industrial & hospital waste) 

• Reclamation of wet lands 

• Effluent and water disposal of wetlands 

• Indiscriminate dumping & block drains cause flooding / 

ground & surface water pollution 

• Breading of rates cats & dogs 
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CHAPTER THREE 

VIABILITY OF UTILIZATION OF WETLANDS IN URBAN CONTEXT 



C H A P T E R T h r e e : V iab i l i t y o f ut i l i zat ion o f W e t l a n d s in 

U r b a n C o n t e x t 

3.1. Utilization of wetlands in the historical urban context 

Water bodies & surrounding areas are the main type of wetlands 

normally seen in an Urban Context played an important role from the 

history to the contemporary n would. 

"Waterways & the Urban waterfronts have provided opportunities to 

enhance the urban environment & there have been periods in the 

history when a distinct architectural character, appropriate to the 

maritime content, has emerged. The significance of water front 

structures has progressed with man's alliance with the development of 

maritime transport". 

'Beira Lake' is one of the best example for the above found in Sri 

Lanka. The Lake & the associated canal system and wetlands going 

towards the inlands, used for transporting the import & export 

products to and from the Colombo Port in the past periods. 

With the departure of Dutch and the establishment of British, roads and 

railway transportation was developed rapidly instead of slower 

method of water transports. Then water bodies come to be gradually 

used mainly for drainage purposes and the result was water ways and 

related wetland system finally tell into disuse and became badly silted 

and neglected. 

Water related resources is being used with architecture, from the early 

historic cities to the new urban cities. 
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In the evaluation, of cities, the aesthetic qualities of natural 

topography, including the water related areas, has played an 

important role in enhancing the Urban Environment. The topography 

or strong tradition of the city led to a close relationship between built 

fabric, Natural Landscape and water scenery. 

"Ancient city states were welded together to form the great 
empires Grade Persia, and China, each established a cultural 
identity with its own attitude towards city beautification that 
included the utilitarian metaphysical, recreational and 
aesthetic appreciation of water, valued that have permeated 
into the modern world" (Wylson 1986 : 4). 

When considering wetlands in Urban context, among all other types 

lakes and canals their embankments were the popular ones as Urban 

waterfronts in the past. The greater speed of wealth, commercial 

activity, and natural dependence achieved in Dutch Canal towns, 

conveyed uniformly along the canal quays, achieving a modest but 

dignified architectural character to the Urban water corridors. In this 

respect Urban canals provided both transport system & drainage 

system, with its adjoining quays & roads like wise the wetlands and 

canals provided the city with public spaces for community activities & 

functions 

Specially most of the early resort towns have been planned with 

squares, arcades, facades, and promenades related with the water 

related open spaces. In the later period, these spaces achieved a 

comprehensive architectural character geared to entertainment and 

leisure. 

The river settlements, which were to become great cities, had 

originated in harmony with water edges. For the water based 

community, water has the means of transportation system and the 
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drainage in the city complex. These spaces provided both access and 

defense 

"//; the medieval world, the need for regional security resulted 
in I Irban encloses, and fortification, separating the immediate 
natural surrounding from city life and providing protection 
from hostile instruction from the sea. When the cities were 
enclosing with fortifications essential access to the water front 
was maintained and water and wetland space was used to 
provide a defensible zone. " (wylso n; 1986,11) 

With the industrial & commercial development of the cityscape formed 

a barrier between the community and the natural environment. It 

caused to the amenity value of an accessible wetland resource has been 

lost 

Fig: 18 
Industrial and commercial 
development obstruct the 
accessibility towards and the 
nature by physically and 
visually 



Today many countries in the world have specially being recognized the 

value of their Wetlands resources specially in an Urban context in 

order to provide radical solutions to them while adapting utilizing 

mitigating and preserving them. 

3.2 Use of Wetlands in restructuring Urban Voids 

Contrary to the Urban solids the obsolete, derelict or ill-used areas 

such as old railway depots, unutilized ware houses, outdated industrial 

sites, dilapidated residential neighborhoods and left over wastelands 

defined as 'urban voids' A very special type of Urban voids in the city 

is the water front, old harbours , boat yards, wetland, inner city river 

banks and canal banks, which has greater potential for introducing 

new urban functions 

Wetlands are major and important implied resources in the cities, 

connect with city activities. With the Urbanization, these areas have 

been mostly utilized by low income settlements, unauthorized, 

encroachments, industrial waste grounds and some times warehouses. 

So that most of these wetlands have been considered as "Lost spaces" 

in the Urban context. 

Fig: 19 
A lost space' 
Abandoned wetland in the 
city 
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Lost spaces are the places which are making no positive contribution to 

the surrounding or users, that need revitalizing. They are ill defined, 

without measurable boundaries, and fail to connect different elements 

in a city in a coherent way. On the other hand they offer tremendous 

opportunities to the designers. For Urban redevelopment and create in 

fills for the hidden resources in cities. 

In a highly dense city these sites can be utilized to introduce new 

public facilities, amenities, recreation activities, employment 

opportunities, housing and economic activities widely. 

Therefore most cities is being now recognizing these wetland resources 

and utilizing them as the maximum possible and converting them as 

lost space into a more sensible space by increasing their connection 

with the city and people by carefully identifying the character & 

potential development of that area. 

The intention of this study to investigate weather this phenomenon can 

be successfully utilized in the local context of our country. 

3.2.1 Case study of Gothenburg in Sweden 

Relationship between wetlands and a water front in an urban context 

The network of wetland is an element which is being spread out of the 

city. At fist it was used as a means of drainage network. But the 

environmental and water pollution caused by the industrial activities 

like factories, warehouses and the low income settlements raised the 

necessity of using them to create useful and pleasant Built 

.Environment. Therefore the wetlands were used and develop them 

with introducing various activities around it, which would create 
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effective Built Environment, the city will be developed integrated with 

a focal point such as a habour front, or a river or a lake front. 

There fore most cities have been utilizing these lost spaces by 

increasing their connections with the city activities by identifying the 

character and potential development of the area. 

This can be further realized by some redevelopment projects in 

Gothenburg, Sweden. All these studies done by Roger Trancik in hi 

study of'Finding Lost Spaces'. 

Gothenburg is a port city in Sweden with a long historic evolution and 

an unique character, The city is relative to neophyte and founded in 

early 1600s under the aegis of Gustav Adolf II. Its initial form was 

based on the ideal Bastion City of the Renaissance. An impressive 

hemisphere of zigzag walls protected low-lying marshlands on the 

Gota Alv River. 

Fig : 20 

The original plan of Gothenburg 

- Walled city plan with a grid of 

Canals lay over rectangular 

urban block. 
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After a long period of decline, the city structures have been left over 

with plenty of non-utilized structures and spaces true along the river 

and canal spaces. 

Lilla Bommen, Jarntorget and Sterpiren were the identified backwaters 

in Gothenburg. All these spaces were resulted of several urban forces 

such as the cities changing functions, followed by the change of land 

use and the introduction of highway system with the modern 

movement. Further these cities were lost its legibility and identity with 

the opening with the opening up of the wall for future expansions. 

a) Lilla Bommen 

Lilla Bommen was located in the most important axis of the city was 

cut off by the intersection of the highway on the waterfront. Due to this 

whole portion, the space was totally cut-off from the city and exists as 

isolation. 

• In Lilla Bommen the space was not defined in terms of its 

physical setting or by its activity involved. No such 

architectural establishments or positive activities, which 

encourage to experience the space. 

• The space was totally cut-off from the highway, letting it to 

exist in terms of physically, functionally and visually. 

• The relationship with the surrounding spaces were broken and 

no direct tie to the city activities. 

The proposed glass colonnaded and the public square restructured the 

space, which provide visual kinks to the sculpture and water, People 



simply enjoy the sense of urban life on waterfront t though out the 

year. They usually engage with boating, shopping, eating reading etc. 

The diagram shows the space In 
isolation. This has connection of 
Lost its identity lost its identity 

Fig.2I Fig.22 
Proposed infill development 
re-establishing the city to its 
waterfront. 

b) Jarntorget 

This is the point where the old city walls meets the waterfront at the 

western edge of the inner city. Earlier it was a huge public, the rallying 

point for political demonstration. 

• Nothing in the site responded to the water-space. Physical 

setting around with fees standing buildings ensuring complex 

contradictions into the spatial structure. 

• It has lost its traditional identity as a point for demonstrations. 

• Another huge area has used as a car ferry. Insignificant use of 

valuable space implies it s backward treatment to the water-

space. 

• Therefore using series of urban rooms restructures city. 
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Fig.23 

Nothing on the site responds 
to the water front 

Fig.24 

Proposed infill to 
restructure the space 

3.2.2 Sustainable Development approach. 

Gothenburg is a port city in Sweden with a long historic evolution and 

an unique character, The city is relative to neophyte and founded in 

early 1600s under the aegis of Gustav Adolf II. Its initial form was 

based on the ideal Bastion City of the Renaissance. An impressive 

Gota Alv River. 

3.2.2 Sustainable Development Approach 

The absence of political commitment of the city governments as well 

as their reluctance to interfere with urban land market mechanism is 

the main reason for the situation where city recreational places 

neglected or mistreated in Urban restructuring. It is an important 

current issue in the developing countries where the rate of urbanization 

is highest now. The development paths over the coming decades will 

be enhance and control by the factor of global Eco-system. 

hemisphere of zigzag walls protected low-lying marshlands on the 

• 
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The dilemma of the economic growth and safeguarding of the worlds 

Eco-system against environmental degradation has led to coin the 

concept of "sustainable development'. As a goal of development the 

sustainable approach is a concept of enormous persuasiveness as well 

as increasingly applicable in all-economic sector ranging from 

agriculture to recreation and industrial. The concept seeks to combine 

and thereby orients to resolve the apparently competing forces of 

economic growth social equity and ecological imbalance, Therefore an 

emphasis on assisting recreational activities along urban canal 

system, within the concept of sustainable development is also well 

placed on the line of economic growth, social equity and 

environmental protection. 

tin v i r D n n i y Coi 
(5-0 A l * 

/ 

y * 

Grew;!'. 

Fig.25 

Sustainable development model of Jacob & Sadler 

(Source : UNESCO-UNEP, 1992) 
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Along with that global environmental concerns call for appropriate 

technologies and development strategies for economic and 

environmental sustainable urban system. Application of such system in 

urban voids will be further analyze in chapter four. 

But analysing above design proposals, explored several design 

objectives of utilizing lost spaces in urban waterfronts. 

3 . 3 . U r b a n W e t l a n d s re la ted d e v e l o p m e n t t r e n d s 

It can be found several examples for these redevelopment projects in 

foreign countries around the world. 

Examples undertaken in this study are selected from both Europian and 

Asian region. Socio-cultural, Economic and geographical situation of 

these region are different from one another and hence it would be 

important to analysis the various redevelopment approaches 

implemented by them. Further help to understand whether the 

approaches are common or unique to each region which will be 

followed in redevelopment projects. 

3.3.1 Amsterdam 

Amsterdam situated in an area of peat bogs, was one of a second wave 

of settlements that developed into towns in 14 t h century. In 

approximately 1200 the first people settled in the area occupied by 

the present city. They were primarily farmers and those pioneers 

established themselves on large mud banks on either sides of the river 

Amestel. 
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Around the year 1000 A D then the Hollanders secured the land they 

were living on by building dikes along the rivers and where the dunes 

provided insufficient protection from the sea they also built sea walls 

Gradually the bogs and lakes were dike and the land drained. 

At the end of the 20 l h C. Amsterdam looks like a city that has been 

logically and regularly constructed. Thus for years this was a 'natural 

process ' with the undertaking of more and more activities in the newly 

built areas the process for expansion of the capacity of the city 

gradually changed. 

Fig. 26 
Living over water in Entrepot-West 

Fig.27 
'Primary Green structure" 
of Amsterdam 
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Factors make demand on the available wetlands -

• increase is the population 

• Increase the density of built space. 

• Growing demand for industrial sites. 

• Increasing scale of activity 

• Substantial extension of the infrastructure. 

Therefore eyes are turned to the city's green space, its parks and 

gardens and the other green areas in an around the city. 

Strategies formulated in terms of, -

• Reappraisal of the value of green space 

• The quality of public open space 

• The quality of environment. 

• Enhance 'green quality of the immediate living 

environment Increase the proximity of 

recreational amenities in the green areas are 

currently major factors in the appreciation of the 

city. 

In the past few years Amsterdam's compact city policies have led to 

more intensive use of land. But they have avoid using the natural low 

lands to the expansion and compaction activities as maximum possible, 

instead of that these activities were planned to carried out on the other 

green open spaces on the city. Mostly large sports fields have been 

rezoned for housing purposes, parks and gardens have been used. 
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Fig.28 
GEUZENVELD 

This is very effective way of preserving the natural lowlands & 

avoiding them being exploited by Urbanization activities. 

Netherlands -

In early 1970 the ecological movement turned increasingly towards the 

Netherlands. It is one of the most densely populated and urbanized 

countries in the world, it has been directly confronted with some of the 

acutest problems of city living. It has also probably the longest and 

most continuum history of land reclamation in the world. Nearly half 

the country is man made. 

"Reclamation is living proof that land is recyclable, that it need not be 

lost forever because it has 'disappeared under concrete ' . In other 

words, it helps people to think ecologically, in cycles lather than 

nature it has always reasoned deep misgivings. 

(The Greening of the cities, P: 113) 
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The Dutch experience is an emphatic reminder of how a revolution in 

landscape values is indissolubly inked to new political, social and 

human goals. 

Dutch writer Louis Le Roi - 1960 s, proclaimed the need of the 

provision of a fresh & fascinating environment for the compacted city 

scapes in Delft and Utrecht which are urbanized areas by preparing a 

proper land use policy. They call it poly centric concentrated 

deconcentration' based on environmental goals and with the aim of 

preserving the open green heart of the Rundstad, the great horseshoe 

shaped sweep in which the "Netherlands' biggest urbanized cities are 

arranged. 

The started to used Urban wetlands in 1970 s a stream of experimental 

landscape designed to be played in walked through, touched, and to 

smelled, to provide freedom and excitement. 

Some strategies followed, 

At Utrecht - A reed-fringed wetlands were laid out around the office 

blocks. New multi-storey Urban Housing were planned 

out around water logs areas of wetlands. 

At delft - Wetlands used as courtyards of high rise flats to create 

fantasy landscape specially for children, dense with 

bramble & studded with small hidden campsites. Trash 

types of green spaces were invented from the already 

enlisting wetland resources. 
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3.3.3 Holland 

The 'Green Heart' of Randstad Holland has agreed inter national 

fame as a concept for a Multi-core metropolis. The lobes city, where 

the country side dividers deep into the Urban area, like green wedges, 

is a logical continuation of this concept at a local level. 

The increase is the population & the density of building the growing 

demand for industrial sites, the increasing scale of activity & the 

substantial extension of the infrastructure all make demands on the 

available space. Inevitably all eyes are turned to the city's green 

space, its parks, low lands, & the green areas in & around the city. 

On the one hand is the need for concentration and perches even for 

their enlargement of the city on the other a re appraisal of the value of 

green space interims of recreation, the quality of public Urban space 

and the environment. The 'Green' quality of the immediate living 

environment, & the proximity of creational amenity in green areas are 

currently major factors in the appreciation of a modern city. 

The Twiske - Nature area 

Situated in the peatlandscape of waterland in Noord. Offering more 

opportunities for the individual and organized enjoyment of river 

banks, paths, fields and water. 

3.3.4 Singapore -

Singapore has come to long way in a short time. They have fashioned a 

thriving metropolis in just 25 years out of the slums of the sixties. 
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Now they are at a turning point looking at next 25 years and beyond. 

They have developed a concept plan which guides the future plans 

showing how to develop its land and transportation system to give its 

more scope for greenery leisure and cultural persists 

Fig:29 
Singapore slated 
slums and squatters 

Common Goal to create a city within an island which balances work 

and play culture and commerce a city of beauty character and grace 

with nature water bodies and urban development warred together It is 

expected to have a five urban environment to be a world class city with 

distinctive Asian qualities and which has a wide range of facilities. 
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For last 25 years Singapore has been rapidly developed from a place 

ringed by slums and squatter to one of the most important centers of 

trade, commerce and industry in the Asia Pacific region. To achieve 

these goal there were different master plans were prepared at different 

times 

Vision . A city surrounded by regional centers each serving up to 

800,000 people and each allowing Singapore and to have jobs closer to 

home 

And island with an increase sense of 'Island ness- ' more beaches 

marine resources and possibly entertainment parks as well as better 

access to an attractive coastline and a city that embraces the water line 

more closely as a signal of its island heritage Singapore will be 

cloaked in greenery both manicured by man and protected tracts for 

natural growth and with water bodies and wet lands woven in to the 

landscape 

Fig. 30 
Singapore- a tiny country which 
needs to plan ahead and to care 
fully manage land use 

They are still following different development strategies to meet these 

hopes and expectations and producing more land. 

Strategies -

• Efficient reclamation ex. In 1967 measured 187Km 2 and it 

was 626 Km by year X it is expected to increase by 

another 17% 
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• Preserve the green areas and establish a central area for macro 

future developments 

• Water front housing and wetland related housing. 

• Wide range housing style 

• A settlement harmony of nature 

Fig. 31 
Example Simpang 
A vision for new water front settlement 

• Establish nature station. 

Nature station pakets of natural landscape like hills 

or wooded areas, rivers banks or marshes and the 

like will be conserved near residential areas of help 

create the image of leaving the busy city for behind. 

As mentioned in depth study revealed that though the contexts within 

which the redevelopment took places followed the same fundamentals 

for the redevelopment approaches have no significant difference . 

Revitalization of Wetlands in stainable Urban Design. 

From an ecological perspective 'sustainability' implies the on going 

process that sustain life must continue to function within a developed 

area. Within a city this may sound like a contradiction interns since 
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cities have historically been seen as the opposite of a natural 

environment. But however built up a city may become ecological 

process continue to operate, without them cities would be un livable. 

In this process wetlands have been used as a design tool by recognizing 

them,, 

• as the main retention network in the cityscape. 
• as a recreational area. 
• an Urban Open space. 
• as an economic resource 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

WETLANDS IN COLOMBO METROPOLITAN REGION 



Chapter - 4 

4.1 Historical background of the City of Colombo 

The early settlements establishment on the valleys of rivers & oya ' s in 

the island then called Ceylon and the capital has been shifting with the 

time from Anuradhapura to Pollonnaruwa and to Dambadeniya, 

Yapauwa, Kurunegala, Gampola, Raigama , Kotte & lastly to 

Colombo. The historical references for Cole nbo made before arrival 

of the Portuguese has been scanty. Originali / it was an insignificant 

fishing village like many others in the southwest coast ami much of 

what ' s Colombo today consisted of low-lying, swampy subjected to 

floods. But it had one great advantage over the others, namely, that it 

was situated at the month of a rivulet branching off from the Kelani, 

giving easy access via this river to the fruitful valley. This rivulet has 

been identified by father S.G. Perera as a flood out let of the Kelani 

River entered the sea through modern Pettah. 

The name Colombo is believed to be a corruption of a local word. 

Some say if is derived from the sinhala term for a mango (amba) leaf 

or a mango tree which grew in the city, but bore no fruit Kola amba. 

Others prefer the drivation a from the term Kolon-tota which translates 

into 'ferrey at river Kolon [Kolon being a former branch of the Kelani. 

Opining into the harbour] and then to Kalanbu by the Moors or 

Kolambia [ferry, porfor harbour] by Singhalese and it 's subsequent 

Anglicization. 

However with the development of trade links between the westerners, 

Asians even with East Asians such as the Chinese, Colombo 's 

importance as a harbor city increased. Wang Ta-Yonana Chinese 
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traveler (1330 A D ) describes Colombo as "Kao-lan-pu as a low lying 

land the soil poor, rice and corn very dear and the climate hot" 

A Moroccan traveler. Ibn Batuta (1344 A.D) and Ching Ho (1411 

A.D), Robert Knox (1681 A.D) etc. have made later references of 

Colombo and It had been called "Kolamba " Kolontota, Claleumbe", 

calenboe & Colombo" 

Between 9 th and 16 th centuries Colombo was a small seaport used by 

Arab, Indian, Persian & Chinese sailing crafts. When the maritime 

provinces of the island Sri lanka then known as Ceylon, came under 

successive occupation by the Portuguese Dutch and finally the 

British, Colombo was their metropolis and n 1815 when the island 

finally capitulated, Colombo became the capital of the island. 

The accident arrival of Portuguese occurred in 1509 they were open 

compition with Moors who were having a firm footing in Colombo. In 

1518 they built a regular fort which was insulated by cutting a deep 

ditch from harbour to the open sea. The Portuguese with the 

stabilization of their authority, enlarged the city to include modern 

Pettah extending as far as what is knows as Kayman ' s Gate Today. 

Then began to introduce this laws and customs & Colombo was 

declared as the city of administration & capital for its military 

government. 

Then Hollanders arriving in 1659, found themselves virtual masters of 

the entire seaboard and the lowlands of Sri Lanka. As soon as 

Colombo fell in to the hands of the Dutch they began the re-planning 

and re shaping of the city Fort and Pettah. 

After area of 140 years Colombo come under the sway of England in 

1976. The remarkable physical change took place when forts & 

ramparts of the past were pulled down making Colombo more 
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spacious. In 1815, Colombo became the capital city of the whole 

country after the Kandian Kingdom was captured. The British 

developed the city & made if the administrative and commercial 

capital of the country. The administration activities were concentrated 

in the Colombo Fort, & trade activities in the Pettah area. 

4.1.1. Rebirth of a new capital on the ancient location 

Kotte was the Kingdom at the time of the arrival of Portuguese to Sri 

Lanka had a history of being influenced by activities taking place in 

Colombo, the expansion was possible only forwards East, North & 

South, as West bounded by the sea. The ?fore, the spill over of 

population, sector activities etc. had to move out and the development 

of satellite towns such as Nugegoda, Battaramulla and other schemes 

has taken place for some decades in Kotte area. After 1978 when the 

Government whished to decentralize sector activities of Colombo due 

to grave urbanizing situations arising in the C M C resulting from over 

population, congestion and traffic problems etc. Kotte became the best 

attraction to undertake those activities while this area had extents of 

land. Which could be utilized for development and proximity to the 

capital city, availability of transport and activities to Kotte area. With 

the Parliament being shifted to Kotte followed by some other 

Government ministries and departments establishment of Kotte MC 

took place in 1997 instead of being Kotte U.C 

4.1.2. Development approaches for city of Colombo. 

The first attempt was made by Sir Patrik Geddes in 1921, confining the 

planning area to Colombo city boundaries. The major concept was the 

'garden city of the east ' . 
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Patrick Abercrombie Plan - 1948 

1948 Abercrombie is plan mainly focused on the city of Colombo and 

the surrounding region covering nearly 220 sq. miles. The main 

problems highlights in the plan were the high concentration of 

economic, trade and port related activities in the city and their effects. 

Main objectives are decentralization of activities, introduction of some 

satellite towns and introduction of zoning proposals. 

Colombo Master Plan Project -1978 

This consists of tow interrelated parts namely the C M R S P and the 

Colombo Urban Area Plan. Covered whole Colombo, Gampaha 

District and part of Kalutara District. But it 's main objectives have 

failed in order to achieve the anticipated accelerated development. 

Certain action projects and planning orgam -ations (UDA) were the 

direct outcome of this plan. Another main concept of this is to establish 

Kotte as the new administrative capital. 

City of Colombo development Plan - 1985 

Prepared and gazzetted by the U D A in 1985 and it represented 

document that enable the U D A to carry out zoning and building 

regulation CMP reveals that there were no significant planned 

development except the implementation of few individual projects. 

The urban environment in and around Colombo has significantly 

changed by the development which has taken place during last 20 

years. The main concept is to introduce positive changes such as 

economic diversification, new employment opportunities and better 

infrastructure. New planning development concepts must address the 

negative effects of development and environment. 

C M R Structure Plan 

To overcome the shortcomings of previous plans UDA has prepared a 

latest planning proposal covering the entire western province as the 
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planning area which includes Colombo, Gampaha and Kalutara 

districts. This is a fresh plan, adapting cor emporary and universal 

changes in planning techniques and practi e. This should be the 

framework based on ecological and environmental factors for the 

future physical structure for CMR. 

4.2 Colombo Metropolitan Region and the Area of C M R 

The structure plan consists of the area covered by the districts of 

Colombo, Gampaha and Kalutara amounting to 369420 ha. in extent. 

As this is also the area of the western province of the island the entire 

western province will come under the influence of structure plan which 

will assist this region to experience a planned development. 

4.2.1 Mission of C M R 

Mission of C M R Structure plan is " to develop the most urbanized 

region of Sri Lanka known as the Colombo metropolitan region to 

confidently enter the 21 century with a vision, articulated strategy and 

an action plan to fulfil the socio economic and spatial needs of the 

region and to provide the people in the region a living environment 

which is sustainable and beneficial to the nation as a whole" 

UDA, CMRSP, 1998 -P . 

Environment is a fundamental issue in urban development. In 

developing policies towards the management of the urban 

environment, the future environmental considerations as well as 

environmental problems that are already exisl 
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4.2.2 Ecological Zoning in C M R 

The whole concept of CMRSP is based on the principles of 

'sustainable development ' . Under the Metropolitan Environmental 

Improvement Programe (MH1P), United Nations Development 

Programe (UNDP) funded effort executed by the World Bank a work 

programe was initiated in Colombo focusing on the development. All 

environmental issues identified by this study recommended targets for 

action. It was complemented by an evaluation of the natural structure 

of the region in terms of 'Ecological zones ' deemed 'sufficient to 

establish the main directions of regional environmental strategy.' 



Marine environment of the coastal zone 

Beaches and dunes 

Coastal wetlands 

Coastal flats and wetlands 

Raised beaches and dunes 

Outer lateric plain 

Inner lateric plain 

Major river valley 

Fresh water marshes 

Special land types flood prone areas 

Filled land 

4.2.2 Environmental sensitive areas in C M R 

Environment is the fundamental issue of the spatial expansion of 

Urbanization in the CMR. The setting of the larger proportion is a low-

lying flood plain where mismanagement has tragic consequence. Due 

to lack of planning and environmentally sustainable measures, the area 

frequently subjected to flooding, arrest pollution caused by lack of 

solid waste management and to contain coastal erosion. 

Potentials and constraints of the natural nvironmental resources, 

should be taken into account while formulati lg and implementing the 

urbanization policies, strategies. An urban hierarchy would be 

conducive to remedying presently environmental deterioration. 

The map below is shown the available highland areas for future 

developments and related low-lying areas. 
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The lash topical visit of plan-fringed coasts line wetlands, fields 

pastures and plantations with a few patches of dense forests in this 

province has been subjected to the greatest pressure for urbanization 

and errant urban development has occurred in many of its towns on 

the fringes of which environmental degradation is indisputably evident. 

The proposed Colombo area structure included "boundaries of urban 

suburbas settlements based on natural barriers and elements rivers 

takes low lands particularly the wide stretches of lowlands. It was 
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4.3. Core Area OF C M R 

It is defined as the core area of the Colombo Metropolitan Region, 

which overlaps with the boundary of Western Province. It consists of 

the Municipal Councils of City of Colombo, Dehiwala Mt Lavinia and 

Sri JayawardhanaPura- Kotte and few local authorities in the Western 

Province. The Core Area is also known as Capital Territory. 

This covers approximately 16,000ha. 

4.3.1 Vision of Core Area 

The vision is to create a Gracious city whicl is functionally efficient, 

economically viable, environmentally sustainable and socially 

integrated to address the challenges, with the improvement of the 

quality of life and to act as the engine of national economic 

development of Sri Lanka bvgftr54in the 2 1 s t century. 

4.3.2 Objectives of Core Area 

According to the above vision, several objectives in commercial, 

industrial, environmental and social sectors to be achieved. In order to 

achieve the objectives, appropriate policies and strategies will be 

developed. A particular attention has focus d on the environmental 

perspective, 

To ensure environmentally sustainable development in harr ?ny with 

the natural net work of wetlands, water bodies, marshes, rivers, 

beaches etc by reinforcing to enhance the garden city image. 
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To preserve highland agriculture as far as practicable and integrated 

into the general land use of the core area so that an environment with 

more greenery character can be enhanced. 

4.3.3. Environmental Strategies of Core Area 

Setting up of recreational zones 

Regulations on wetlands, water bodies sea front, hillocks, agricultural 

land and other nature reserves 

Integration of agriculture in urban land use. 

Establishment of tree lined boulevards and malls for comfortable 

walking and visual comfort. 

Rehabilitation of canals for scenic diversity and as alternative mode of 

transport 

Developing canal banks attractive promenade 

Management of solid waste and garbage dispi >al 

4.4 Wet lands in the Core Area 

Core area is enriched with inland wetlands, which covers the 2 0 % of 

total land extent. These wetland systems basically comprise with 

inland fresh water marches, Paddy field and low lands. The spine of 

these wetlands is formed by 7 main wetlands and related canal system. 

Those are, 

Mahawatta/Kolonnawa North 

Kolonnawa East 

Kotte 

Heen Marshes 

Blocmendhal 

Parliament Lake and Surrounding Low- lying marshes: 
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Bellanvila - ttidiya Marsh 
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Due to their main function of detention of flood water first 5 marshes, 

34 km related canal system and catchment areas identified as Colombo 

flood detention areas (CFDA) and it was acquired by the SLLR & DC 

in 1993 and having got the full responsibility for the area under the 

Greater Colombo flood control and environment improvement project 

in 1992. 

In addition to that the area is rich with a. most evenly spread out 

patches of wetlands in different 
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Kolonnawa marsh 214.286 

Kotte marsh 97.404 

Heen marsh 87 756 - 399 440 

Bellanwila Attidiaya 372 ha. 
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4.4.1 Wetlands and their existing functions 

In common occasion; various sectors of activities are taken place with 

Urban Wetland Systems. These activities and types of resources 

required to them are mentioned in chapter 2 under section 2.4. 

Majority of the wetlands in the Core Area is normally utilized by 

citizens for above activities. In past recent years the rate of utilization 

of this Eco system for city activities astronomically increased due to 

various development functions. It is expected to show this situation in 

this section very briefly by providing few examples for the utilization 

of wetlands within the area. 

• Storm water detention 

Considering the low lying flood plain setting of the major part of the 

region, 

Main function is storm water retention. 

The detention capacity of low lying areas protects the highland and 

the network of wetlands was recognized as one of the 'prime 

determinants ' for an appropriate distribution of urban activities in 

C M R 

• Recreational use is another positive function but not tapped to 

its fullest possibility within the core area. E.g. parliament 

grounds. 

• At present little paddy cultivation activities are taking place in 

these marshlands. Most of the former paddy fields have been 

abandoned due to various reasons like poor drainage, low 

productively and seasonal flooding etc. As a result some of 

those lands were recognized by marsh/swamp vegetation. 
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Utilization Percentage 

Collecting fruits 35.9 

Collecting and growing leafy vegetables 48.7 

Vegetables/Yams/ Flowers 23.1 

Collecting fibre/(pan) 10.3 

Fishing 23.1 

Collecting Firewood ,lkoi98 46.2 

Collecting Medicinal plants 28.2 

Mining clay/ Earth/ Pidelli 15.4 

Using water for cleaning/ Washing 46.2 

Garbage dumping 59.0 

• Most of the residents in the area cultivate some vegetable 

crops, (brinjals, ladies fingers, tomatoes, chillies) and leaf 

vegetables (Nivithi, Gotukola, Kankun etc.) Tuberous 

vegetables and flowers (Kiriala, Gahala ala and kohila etc ) 

fibre (sedge, Thunhiriya and other pan varieties are used to 

make mats and other products utilized in house holds), 

Medical plants and hurbs(Hathawariya, Kohomba etc.) 

U D A Proposal for Medicinal Plant 

• fodder for livestock (The area close o Kirimandala Mawatha 

is extensively used for collecting fodder (grass). Inquiries 

indicate up to 3 - 5 cart loads being collected daily to areas as 

far as Kalubovila. 

• A considerable reduction (25 - 50%) of marshland has taken 

place in recent years as a result of planned and unplanned land 

fills for commercial, industrial and housing purposes. Most of 

these are done by government institutions, property developers 

and private landowners including encroachers. Kotte marshes, 
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marshes. Hern marsh and Kirillapone canal are the areas where 

frequently subjected to filling. 

M i l < M » M « l t . 

Fig.32 
Land filling in and 
around the area 

Fig.33 
on going land filling 
activities near 
Diyawanna Ova 

• It seems that most of the property developers have turned to the 

Kotte area for the past years. For eg. 10 out of 17 land filled 

locations in the Kotte marsh were done by property developers, 

comprising total area of 26 acres divided in to 313 blocks, 

recorded in 1994. 
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• Filling of small patches by private land owners has accelerated 

during the last decades due to land shortage in the surrounding 

urban areas in Colombo and high cash returns that can be 

obtained when land sold. Most of the filled land is 

subsequently used for housing and some are converted into 

play grounds, eg. parliament ground/ Kaduwela Pradeshiya 

Sabha - ground 

This shows the land uses and filling of land in a selected within the 

core area recorded in 1994. 

Narahenpita - Nawala Marsh 

• Animal husbandry is happening in a rather low intensity with 

the area. Its+ most common types are cattle. Buffalo, poultry 

and rarely the Peggery farms. Fishing is also generally 

practical on a small scale, mostly in the water logged areas and 

canals intersecting the area. As often noted on Etui Kotte new 

bridge and Kolonnawa ela mostly teenagers, children and few 

older people involve in this activity by using the conventional 

methods of catching fish like rod and lien (angling), use of 
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standing nets and cast nets. Such fishing is mainly done for 

household consumption and the surplus is sold. 

Commercial fishing is mainly taken place the area around the 

Etui Kotte along the state drive. The main target of the person 

involved is to collect ornamental fish that are sold in polythene 

bags hanging from trees and the income gained is Rs. 500/= -

600/= per person per day. 

One of the crucial thing is the marshes are commonly used as 

dumping sites for industrial, domestic wastes. The situation 

leads to an un aesthetic sight, unhygienic conditions and bad 

smell in the wide environs within the city and loss of rich bio 

diversity of the wetland system. Main reasons for this 

unwanted activity are likely custom, unawareness, inadequate 

waste collection and unavailability of alternative dump sites. 

Fig.35 
Waste clumping on Attidiya marsh along the road. 
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• Even though the marshes were converted into state lands in 

1991 and the control was taken under the hands of SLLR & 

DC. Still the dumping activities are going on continuously on 

these lands. 

• Adjacent to the wetlands a number of industries came up and 

still it is continuing which obviously help to do or may have an 

impact on them and related water ways of the study area. 

In Kolonnawa four leather tannery processing plants situated on the 

east side of the Kolonnawa ela, by which discharge waste water, 

sludge, dust and other chromium and sod ; 1m compounds into the 

marshes. It causes to create black coloured water and associated bad 

smell and the sludge and dust dumped at site without any kind of 

treatment cause pollute the natural environment. These processes are 

not carried out in a environmental friendly way. 

In addition to that an Aluminium factory, Ceylon Petroleum 

Corporation are some of the industrial related activities located around 

Heen marsh and Kollonnawa north marsh respectively. North western 

limit of the Kolonnawa north marsh was completely filled up for large 

storage tanks and no attempt was still made to assess its impact on the 

marsh. 

• Housing is one of the development a tivity which create large 

impact on surrounding marshes. Ther are many private houses 

and housing schemes have been developed for the past years. 

Some of these housing fall in the high cost category like Royal 

Park condominium at northern limit of Heen marsh, lake drive 

at Heen marsh north. The impacts may positive and negative 

due to what extent these schemes are served by environmental 

standards such as preventing dumping of waste, discharging 

treated water, fowl water drainage system etc. 
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Fig.36 
Royal Park Condominium 

4.5 Viability of revitalization of wetlands in the Core Area 

In Colombo and the core area has a splendid network of wetlands and related 

water bodies which are having a great potential to environmentally sound 

development activities along the townscape. Even though such activities 

described above are taken places on related contexts of wetlands most of them 

have not captured that potential to its maximum. They have been and to a 

large extent still are indiscriminately exploited due to commercial, 

agricultural, residential and industrial development and many of wetlands are 

under threat. 

• In the common opinion they treated as wastelands. 

• Can be reclaimable for better environmental, economic and social 

benefits. 

• Lack of the awareness of the society on the values of wetlands and 

their conservation . 

• They are the unique elements in the urban landscape contributing 

to scenic beauty. 
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• Rapid development of the society forcm the filling of marshland 

that once acted as retention areas. It causes to reduce the detention 

capacity of the area and frequent floods. 

• Clogging due to encroachments of marshlands canal banks and 

unauthorized construction on them. 

• In adequate maintenance and rehabilitation work due to lack of 

funds. 

• Lack of integrated planning approaches on highlands or upper 

catchments with down stream area. 

• Subjected to polluted and abandoned. 

For the last (period) wetland loss or CMR core area is approx. (20% ) 

Gradually they were becoming to give up 1 e purpose and wetlands 

were nothing but the silted stagnated and poi uted water logged areas, 

giving an ugly face to the city. With the daunting flood in 1??2 proved 

that each an every purpose of wetlands and canals is lost. The current 

situation of urban wetlands have come to its critical point. 

To control the poor condition of urban wetlands environmentally and 

economically sound strategies was essential. 

By considering the previous example in chapter three different criteria 

were identified which can potentially apply on to the local conditions 

in the core area. 

4.5.1 viability of wetlands as a natural draii age system 

In this study the main attention will be given on the Natural System 

rather than the man made canal network. Main reasons for that are, 

• In the wet zones of tropical counties it is uneconomical design a 

totally flood-free system because of high intensity of rainfall. 
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Besides man-made drainage, equipment for flood control, the 

abundance of low lying land serving as 'Natural flood detention 

resources" could satisfactorily solve the pioblem of flood damage. 

Improving and making better use of natural systems thus using 

natural gravity without excessive pumping. 

High cost of reclamation of low-lying land and high construction 

costs and expenditure on metegatory measures for resultant flood 

problems is more uneconomical than investment of in extension of 

infrastructure to highlands suitable for Urbanization. 

But, several problems associated with this natural system in relation 

to social, economical, political & environmental & technical 

backgrounds. There for the need of formulating for manage and 

design strategies for this situation is a mu ,t. 

The unwise location and spread of Urban ii Industrial Development 

in natural flood prone areas. 

With the increasing of impervious services, surface run-off is 

increased. 

Excessive and often uncontrolled filling of low lying lands. 

Situation and blocking of water logged areas and water bodies. 

Unauthorized encroachment of canal banks and wetlands by 

squatters other settlement. 

Inadequate as well as badly managed detailed drainage systems. 

Lack of strategies for control impervious surfaces in urban areas 

whose storm runoff is generated. Roof tops, parking lots artificial 

landscaping are the main types of these surfaces. 

In most countries around the world wetlands and canals are used as 

drains as well as transportation method 

Reclamation of lands should be done more nicely and with a long 

term objective to sustain wetlands as a drainage system. 
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1.2. Viability of Wetlands and as recreational areas in the Core Area 

Until recently, the commonly held view has '>een that wetlands are, at 

worst, dangerous misunderstood, unsightly sources of unpleasant 

smells and disease and, at best, convenient areas for dumping waste or 

places which might be reclaimed to create useful dry land. 

But now the city has recognized wetlands have a great potential to 

utilized potentially as main recreational areas but that potential has not 

fully captured. With emerging of the modern trend of promoting the 

concept of Eco- tourism the utilization of this biological heritage in 

relation to sustainable development approaches is being highly 

recognized 

Associate with increasing opportunities for 'eisure and demands for 

recreations with the expansion of busy litest} e of people boosted with 

the current development activities. The modern phenomenon of 

tourism is tending towards the eco-tourism which people generally 

have an aesthetic preference for landscapes which include water 

features; a taste clearly reflected in popularity of places notable for 

their river, lake and coastal scenery. Wetlands can play a major role in 

this criteria as behaving recreational 

The younger generations is the more active participants, in recreational 

activities in the area. They enjoy pubs, dances, cafes, restaurants, 

soccer, cricket, swimming, pleasure boating and riding. Cities and 

towns are places for much outdoor informal recreation. Walking and 

looking at shops, bldg. Water bodies, nati ~al wetland eco-systems 

people and exercising a dog, chat with girl/ 'oy friends near a water 

body tend to take up lot of leisure time 

The more important thing is Colombo is hot humid city, people prefer 

more to outdoor recreation near the lakes, sea or water ways logged 
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areas and wetlands because if brings cool breeze to comfort and 

refreshment. The problem in Colombo is lack of such recreations space 

as claimed by people. 

To further study there one two types of recreation resources were 

observed which are functions as the major recreation places within the 

area 

a. Galle Face Green' 

b Parliament Grounds 

Both of them are water related recreational spaces within 2 completely 

different ecological environs, as Galle Face green is a sea front and 

Parliament Ground is a reclaimed marsh located on the mushy area in 

the capital cist of Sri Jayawardenapura , Kotte. 

The Parliament green is sandwiched by 2 main highways. One running 

in front of Parliament and other is Battaran.j l la Road. Well famous 

"Alcatras Food Courts" which cater visitois during 24 hours with 

refreshments, is located to the North of the Parliament Green. 

The Food Court provides parking bays to the visitors and the working 

staff of the Parliament. They facilitate indoor games such as carom, 

Billiard to the visitors with a resting room. A part from food court, the 

small scale commercial activities such as mobile food stands are 

brought in order to promote recreation. 

The wide spread of social activities happens here are similar to the 

Galle Face Green. Contrary to Galle Face, younger crowds are coming 

here to play cricket, soccer, rugger . The}' enjoy themselves from 

morning to evening even under the hot sun. r. he cool breeze following 

across the Diyawanna Oya brings refreshment to players. Small 



Children used to Social demand for Recreational Activities in the 

CME. 

Traditionally Sri Lankans are not a group of people who allocate 

special 'p laces ' or spaces for recreation. Rek nation through recreation 

was a part of their routine of work eg. Kama; i.a of the paddy field was 

used as a place for recreation through the threshing of paddy 

Due to the rapid urbanization, time spending of the present day city 

dwellers for recreation has increased drastically. Adult life is dull with 

analogous office work analogous system and therefore families have 

no time to get together and entertain themselves. Consequently people 

look for spaces that relaxation, offering a brief paused from the 

routines and demands of city life. Relaxation means a more developed 

state of comfort a lifting of physical strains moving a person to a sense 

of response. Therefore places such as the Galle Face Green and 

Parliament Grounds provide a refuge to urbanities that frequently seek 

out settings for these activities. 

Pattern of recreational activities, reflect both our personal p o l i t i e s in 

suing leisure time and social, geographical and economical 

circumstances within which we live. Individual tastes are extremely 

varied and could be charged deistically during the life time, as new 

interests replace old ones. Today as we are living in a period of repaid 

social and economic change it is unwise to assume that past trends will 

continue. Therefore the time available for entertainment is becoming 

limited. 

Following is the demand for recreational activities based on the data 

collected in some demand studies 

Demand for recreational activities in Colombo was analyzed as below 
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This survey further explains the adult (over 65 yrs) participation in 

outdoor games areunder represented, while that of the 15-25 age group 

were over represented. In our society, adults are more likely to spend 

their leisure time as a time as a spectator rather then a participant. They 

enjoy themselves with having a drink with a ^riend of a restaurant or in 

a beer garden.. Some times they like walkinr in the morning or in the 

evening. Mostly they are exercising along the street on their way of 

boutiques to buy a newspaper or a loaf of bread for break fast 

Play catches & ball passing. Younger crowd and old people can be 

seen at the edge of the water body and the road pavement for walks, 

relax or to share a drink with a friend. 

The prevailing calm and quiet atmosphere in Parliament ground and 

the services bring more people to recreation. They are daily visitors to 

the food courts who are passers by and neighborhoods for evening 

jogging and exercising. 

During weekends there are about 250 - v 00 people visiting and 

enjoying the view and the atmosphere, while in the weekdays it would 

descend to 60 - 80 people. Eighty percent (80%) among majority is 

people who live close-by i.e. Colombo and its vicinity. 

To two water based recreational spaces considered in the on site survey 

are too close to the city and its effective demand for recreation is very 

high, because 

It provides a recreational space for local level people (as individual or 

group) 

Less time consuming for mobility 
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Provide a recreational space for district level people (families, 

teenagers and sportsman) demand is highest in weekends. 

A 

Fig.37 
Demand Curve -Recreational 
participation in the core area 

The people living within 20 miles of each resort did appear as the 

demand curve, due to less travel time / travel cost / distance. This 

emphasis the potential growth for recreation, in and around the city of 

Colombo. 

The conducted demand study concluded that mere is a big demand for 

out door recreational activities in the area. They can be listed as 

pleasure boating, evening walks, jogging, out door eating, fishing and 

picnic near water bodies etc. Also it show that people in the city prefer 

mostly to spend their leisure. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

STRATEGIES FOR REVITALIZING WETLANDS IN CMR 



C h a p t e r 5. 

5.1 Concept 

The concept is to revitalize wetlands in terms of their surrounded 

adjacent urban voids or unused urban lands. It is noteworthy that this is 

a reciprocities act : i.e. either wetlands can be revitalized in terms their 

surrounded urban voids or even urban voids surrounded can be 

revitalize through adjacent wetlands. 

For that purpose certain criteria have been developed to highlight 

deferent ways which wetlands can be integrated with adjacent 

wetlands. 

5.2. Formulation of Strategies 

The formulation of strategies in this study is basically to be carried out 

in relation to basic aspects. 

• Environmental issues in the Area (specially wetland related 

environmental issues) 

• Valuation of wetlands 

5.2.1 Environmental Issues 

As discussed in chapter three it is paramount that immediate remedial 

measures are introduced to address the current environmental issues. 

Some of which are given below; 

Storm water control problems 

Inadequate urban solid waste management 

In adequate sewerage 

Coastal & River bank Erosion & Destructive Minnly and Quarrying 

practices 

Encroachments of wetland, waste ways, water bodies & benches 
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Poor physical planning 

Poor transport & traffic Management 

Loss or/ wastage of Bio-Deversity 

Industrial pollution, air & noise pollution 

Visual Blight 

Lack of Greening & Open spaces for improve the Quality of citizens 

physical & mental 

With this increasing environmental degradation, forming of the 

management & design strategies to revitalizing or rehabilitate the 

environmental structure (Wetlands) is being recognized as essential & 

probable. It would also be important to carryout a valuation of 

wetlands in order to consider whether, 

- environmental losses resulting from ongoing or planned activities 

will be acceptable; 

a certain wetland should maintain in or should be included in the 

country's nature reserve system; 

how to manage a certain wetland. 

Valuation 

For the purpose of planning which will also been important in 

preserving wetlands in the long run as a urban resource. 

For this valuation only written information are used and this 

information comprises wetland 'characteristics' and wetland 'benefits'. 

But in the valuation of wetlands the characteristics are of less 

importance, but the benefits are essential. 
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Characteristics - of a wetland are those properties which describe the 

area in the simplest and most objective possible 

terms. 

Ex :- size, shape, depth, climate, soils, the species 

presents, the vegetation structure, biomass production 

etc. 

Benefits :- of a wetland are the attributes, 

functions 

values of a wetland 

Attributes - An attribute of a wetland is a combination of 

characteristics which is vaulted by a group in the 

society, but which does not provide them 

economic advantage. They are called 'non - use 

values' or preservation values" by economists. 

(Burbier, -1989) 

Some attributes used in the valuation system are, 

Biological diversity / scenic/ landscape beauty, 

historical or cultural value, Scientific value, 

Uniqueness: 

Functions - A Function of wetland is a combination of 

characteristics that supports or protects a human 

activity or human property without being used 

directly. 

They are called ' indirect use values' by 

economists people gain benifits from wetlands 

without having go the there. Functions used in 

valuation system are, Water quantity regulation:, 

Habitat for 'fish' and wild life 
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Uses- A use of a wetland is the direct utilization of 

one or more of its characteristics. 

These are called 'direct use values' and are 

gained by people through some actual physical 

use of a wetland Some actual physical use of a 

wetland Plant, Animal and Mineral production, 

Water storage or supply Tourism / 

recreations Research / Education Waste 

(water) disposal 

Land development. 

Values - A value of an attribute, function or use of a 

wetland is an expression of the worth placed by 

the society on that particular benefit. 
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Fig:38 

Valuation example for a Sri Lankan Urban marsh 
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The valuation system is used to rate the conservation importance of Sri 

Lanka's wetlands, values are expressed in terms of regional, national & 

international significance of the benefit. The following scale is applied. 

Level 5:-

Very High importance: National and International Level 

Level 4 :-

High Importance : At Regional and National Level. 

Level 3 :-

Medium Importance or Importance : At Local Level 

Level 2:-

Low Importance : Moderate or low local significance. 

Level 1:- Benefit is Insignificant or absent. 

5.3 Revitalising Strategies of Wetlands in term of potential uses. 

Wetlands in core area have different potentials for future 

developments. Given below are the strategies in formulated to address 

those potentials. 

5.3.1 Wetlands as natural drainage system 

Importance of the wetlands as a natural storm water drainage system 

has discussed in the previous chapter. With the Urbanization activities 

taken place on those areas causes to reduce the detention capacity of 

them. The problems a rose with the urbanization trends were also 

discussed in the last chapter. 

In this chapter it is expected to discuss briefly the strategies which 

could be formulated to revitalizing the wetlands areas is natural 

detention areas and utilizing them in sustainable urban development 

activities. 



1. Strategies for Storm Water Control 

Bloemendhal marsh, Mahawatta/ Kolonnawa North, Kolonnawa 

East, Kotte and Heen Marshes (area 380 ha.) and the low-lying 

lands called Green Belt surrounding the Parliament Lake 

established as flood detention areas. 

2. Strategies for development activities and settlement planning on 

flood plain areas. 

Establishment of compact urban settlements with large proportion 

of medium and high density development, leaving sufficient land 

for agriculture forests in keeping with the regional and national 

context. 

Usually identified flood plains zones area as follows: 

Prohibited zone. :- The essential parts of the floodway is defined as 

the prohibited zone in the flood plain. Any kind of development 

activity within this zone that would put life and property at risk 

should be prevented totally. However the prohibited zone can be 

used for other activities that do not need occupancy of land. 

Restricted zone :- The restricted zone comprises of the area within the 

flood plain where is not so frequent and serve. As the velocity of flood 

waters in this area is low limited building and agricultural activities 

could be allowed with restrictions imposed on density and land use. 

Any built up structures in the area must have flood resistant 

characteristics and have a minimum ground floor level. 

Warning zone :- The warning zone can be identified as the area beyond 

the recorded maximum flood level where inundation is considered rare 

and hence less vulnerable. The development activities may allowed 
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within this zone but these may be a risk involved. Theme fore the 

choice and type of development, the possibility of flooding has to be 

considered even though there are no mandatory flood resistant design 

criteria or regulatory measures enforced within this zone. 

Fig:39 
Guidelines for construction in flood prone area. 

Due to the scare city of available lands occupation of development 

activities on flood prone areas can't be completely prohibited. 

However a certain amount of control must be exercised then 

development takes place in such areas and even the construction must 

be done only in place where subjected to the Least effect. This concept 

is incorporated in flood plain zoning. There fore by considering the 

degree of risk zones can be controlled through land use control and 

regulatory measures and there by determining the type and density of 

the development. 
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3 Establish ecologically recommended areas for Urbanization 

The natural drainage system (including low lying areas) in the coastal 

flats and wetland zone from Colombo to Bentota in Colombo 

Metropolitan Regional is increasing threatened by pressure of 

Urbanization. 

Therefore, a greater natural potential for sustainable urban 

development in the eastern half of the region, ( Except for the flood 

plain and the extreme north west). 
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Urbanization sustainability should be identified assessment in some 

locations as more suitable urban hierarchy in the future. 

Ex: in CMRSP same strategy has identified. [Annexure - ] 

In planning ,this urban growth centers should not be recommended 

within the core area for a special type of urbanization activity other 

than the existing functions of administrative commercial 

As Ex: Negombo - should realize the areas tourism potential while 

increase its industrial baser, 

Matugama, Horana, Padukke - graphite related industry. 

4. Strategy -Strong coordination of relevant authorities 

In most societies the functions of road and bridge construction 

drainage and flood control, provision of recreation are responsibilities 

for cooperation agencies, each narrowly focus on their own job. There 

for cooperation of different agencies is essential for the achievement of 

good environment. 

5. Strategy : to control the urban runoff problem 

Detain storm water in small volumes to its nearest source then release 

it slowly to natural stream channels or to the ground water system. 

6. Strategy :- Control of impervious surface 

Design of impervious surfaces on which the storm runoff is generated 

to control a major portion of the storm runoff 

Ex -Flat topped building in large industrial and commercial areas to_̂  

hold up 3 inchs of water on their roofs. 

c 
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Large parking lots to store conventionally as much as 3" of water 

pedestrian malls and plazas to design 1" of ponding. 

7. Strategy:- Land use control and regulating measures 

Type of land use in flood hazard areas are significant aspects to be 

considered in formulating strategies for revitalizing the wetlands as 

natural flood detention areas. In urban areas where increased building 

activities as well as the conversion of wetlands for non agricultural 

uses change drainage patterns. In addition to that floods has severe 

impacts. On the land itself, where it washes unsuitable for any land 

use. 

There for, formulating land use strategies for the different flood plain 

zones, proper land uses must be allocated in order to development. In 

this process careful consideration must be given to flood plain 

management techniques and follow land use control and regulatory 

measures. Therefore, it is required to formulate land use plans in 

conjunction with flood zone management plans. Following is a listing 

of some specific guidelines for settlement planning in flood prone 

areas. 

1. Settlement should be strictly avoided in the prohibited zone. 

2. Regular observation and monitoring should be done in the 

prohibited zone to prevent illegal settlement. 

3. Settlements should not be promoted and encouraged in the 

restricted zone. Voluntary settlers be sufficiently warned and 

advised. 

4. Storage facilities should be ensured in unoccupied floodplain areas 

such as marshes and estuaries for storing peak discharges of floods. 
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5. Reclamation of land in flood prone areas should be strictly 

controlled and monitored. 

6. Construction of riverbanks or raising the levels of existing 

riverbanks should be dome to prevent inundation of dense 

settlements in urban areas after assessing their vulnerability. 

7. Proper drainage systems and escape routes should be designed in 

urban areas and in housing settlements prone to floods. 

8. At least the emergency routes should be kept free of flood waters 

by means of proper drainage systems, embankments etc. 

9. People should be educated about the importance of keeping the 

drainage systems unblocked and the responsibility of keeping them 

in good condition should be shared by the community and the local 

authority. 

10. Growing of steady trees along river banks and coast lines should be 

promoted in order to reduce the velocity of flood waters. 

11. Similarly housing settlements should be surrounded by green belts 

with steady tree in order to reduce the velocity of floodwaters. 

12. The concept of floodplain zoning should be developed and 

implemented by every local authority area vulnerable to floods. 

13. It is desirable to enforce some planning by-laws to see that welfare 

and safety of individuals as well as community is protected. 

14. Every local authority area prone to floods should have its own 

Flood Zone management Plan to control occupation and 

development of land within this zone. 

15. The land use planning by-laws of such Flood Zone Management 

Plans should be strictly enforced. 

tr 
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Concrete/ Metal tanks are installed below ground and over flow from storm 

sewers is diverted into them. If the water heavily polluted it may be diverted to 

the sanitary sewer systems for treatment. If the water is not polluted the water 

may drain back to the sewer after the storm. 
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If the subsoil rock are permeable in a particular area storm water can be 

allowed to recharge the ground water. 

Careful exploration of the local geology is necessary in some areas before 

recharge is allowed to ensure that the storm water doesn't pollute a shallow 

aquifer being for water supply. 

9. Strategies:- Increasing filtration of storm water. 

Use of porous pavement made of open grated, asphalt concrete 

This is practiced in United States and Europe. 

Reduce storm runoff 

This system can be introduced rapidly in a new development 

Their variety of colours gives them great potential in design in 

established urban areas, they can be introduced gradually as 

streets are repaved. 

10. Strategy :- installation sanitary sewers in the catchments 

To avoid the drainage of septic-tank effluent in to these low lands, 

even after filtering through the soil. Drains are designed to release the 

water at 0.25 - 0.50 in/hr to a storm sewer, natural river channel 

detention pond or recharge. 

These strategies aim at effective and sustainable flood control for this 

purpose, the focus of storm water management must shift from 

conveyance to storage. Idea of storage is to hold back excess water 

during a storm in low lying area and allowing it to flow out more 

slowly after the storm is over. 
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Conventional strategies Sustainable structures 

1. Extensive artificial drainage 1. Conveyance of natural 

systems based on drainage Network & systems 

conveyance. based on storage also recharge 

Reclamation & drainage of of aquifers. 

wetlands 2. Use of wetlands primarily 

Large extents of impervious flood detention/ retention 

surface drained to channels. areas. 

3. Maximum possible permeable 

surface 

4. Roof top storage. 

Appendix (Page 381 ) Appendix 

Importance of the wetlands as a natural storm water drainage system 

has discussed in the previous chapter. With the Urbanization activities 

taken place on those areas causes to reduce the detention capacity of 

them. The problems a rose with the urbanization trends were also 

discussed in the last chapter. 

11. Strategy:- for filling and reclamation of land. 

"Filling of wetlands may also seriously impact ground water storage 

beneath the wetlands or in adjacent uplands. Filling/ wetlands are thus 

valuable as sources, sinks, and transformers of a multitude of 

chemical, biological and genetic materials and their function as 

natural processors of waster products have earned them their 

description as (the kidneys of the landscape)" Mitch and Gosselink, 

1986:3) 

As this give some idea of the enormous ecological damage which is 

caused by reclamation especially when it involves land fill for urban 

development. The term 'fill' is applied to several forms of artificial 
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extension into water bodies all for which have serious consequences 

for the aquatic environment. 

Following are a summary different types of fills and their impacts on 

environment published by the San Fransisco Bay Conservation and 

Development Commission (1987) which is applicable for similar 

example in else where. 

Floating fill :- designed to float at all or most status of the water 

level includes floating breakwaters, pedestrian walkways on 

floats, dry docks, boat docks, historic ships and other moored 

for extended periods. 

Impacts - blockage of sunlight there by reducing 

photosynthesis elemi city aquatic plants. 

Reduce the wave energy and which can increase the rate 

of situation, reduce oxygen's exchange by decreasing 

the amount of water surface area available. 

. I..\>- u n s c . t l ' i i - r i i r l i ; m i . ' : i l i i » i i 

r * 
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Submerged fills :- Under water placement of dredged materials, storm water 

outfall pipes, pipelines, rip-rap, break waters and access same public facilities 

such as tidal stairs and boat launching ramps. 

Impacts - affect the number and type of c organize 

living in the water volume, after the natural process of 

shoreline erosion and accretion. 

Pile supported fills : - Structures supported above wetlands/ 

water on piles including the piles themselves. They include 

wharves, piers, board walks, bridges and variety of buildings 

with project out over the areas on piles. 

Impacts - By creating shade this type of fill affect water 

and soil temperature and areas plant and animal 

communities, while animal use of an area affected by 

this type of fill can be disrupt. 

This piles dampen wave energy and create eddies which 

Ted may alter water circulation and increase the rate of 

sedimentation. 

5.3.2 Strategies for Wetlands as Recreational Spaces 

1. Avoid the negligence of the wetlands. 

Provide visual link with public access while opening out to the city activities 

and the city landmarks. Most of the Colombo wetlands are spread parallel to 

the road network and by connecting Urban spaces. Geographically it is 

possible to introduce pedestrian linkages to these areas and more publicize the 

Urban open space while utilizing it. 
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Fig.41 
Abounded Canal and related wetland behind Sethsiripaya completely neglected due to no 
physical and visual connection 

2 Limited use drives and landscape parkways providing views of the 

wetlands. 

3 Design the wetland as a generator of urban renewal, selected wetlands can 

be developed as a linear park to maximise out door eating, nodal parks 

and to create arrange of new proposals in responds to the specific current 

needs in the city, i.e. mutual parks, floating restaurant and pubs which 

provide place for city recreation. 

4 Increase the access by pedestrians to waterside promenades and parks. 

5 Introducing l t aw paths ' along the water ways, not only for recreation but 

also a legitimate way of getting around the city from home. 
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The built structures and patios should open up on to the tow path. The viewed 

down to the canal and direct access to it enhancing the quality of the place. 

Fig:42 
The canal/wetland at 
Nawala Rd. A great 
potential to have such a 
path the integrate 
congested industrial 
context, open ministry and 
other areas. 
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6. Utilization of canal banks for recreational activities 

Permanent Built Structures will be prohibited on them and people can stay on 

which the way of there journey. 

> 

This shows the road at Atthidiya marsh has lost such potential g+ve to no 

proper design strategies. 

7. Introducing public activities. 

8. Abatement of water pollution to allow use of water for recreational 

activities. 
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Conservation of the remaining low lying natural drainage network and 

the flood plains while facilitating their appropriate use for recreation -

Eco tourism as a "Geen Lung" of the area. 

In special planning exercise of the due recognition must be given to the 

scenic & recreational value, tourist potential of natural endowments 

such as rivers and lakes and many of its wetlands. 

Strategies for transportation development should be very much 

integrated with environmentally sound methods. 

Routing of proposed highways to serve ecologically preferred urban 

locations. 

Alignment of highways along the edges of lowland networks and use 

of the partway concept. 

Relocation of slums and shanties on wetlands to alternative sites, or 

upgrading them. 

Create deferent levels either the sites of the canals or wetlands in terms 

of providing recreational activities. 

Ex: Seine River of Parris was structured on three levels 

First level - terraces, walks and boat landings at 

water Level 

Second level - tree lined streets, open spaces 

Third level - back cloth of buildings creates an 

Enclosing panorama 
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Fig.44 
Such a potential can be address to these 
situations - canal at three bridge junction 

16. Adaptive uses of wetlands 

The strategies not sufficient only for preservation since the pressing 

needs of the population will undoubtedly encroach on any 'empty 

area ' . So the creative solutions for adaptive uses must be formulated. 

Adaptive uses is a way to adapt the land type for other uses while 

maintaing, at minimum the basic function of flood storage. 

Paddy field can be converted into play grounds by under drained 

and fuel ass planted in them. This will be grass field unlike some of 

the bare fields created on filled land areas. 

- Various types of forest aquaculture be developed which is useful in 

an urban areas and easily adaptable do lowland habitats. 
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CONCLUSION 

The study attempted to examine the viability of utilizing Wetlands to upgrade 

the city structure and living condition of city dwellers, rather than being 

isolated waste lands and dumping grounds. 

The first chapter basically describes the necessity and relevance of doing such 

a study, and what it is attempted to achieve at the end. 

The second chapter defines what actually a Wetland is., Further it expresses 

the importance and value of Wetlands for maintaining the essential balance 

between Natural and Man made Environments and their relevance and 

impacts on shaping living conditions of people. 

Despite the fact that Wetlands are of the major resources which could be 

amalgamated with city functions effectively to enhance its Cityscape, recent 

rapid urbanization trend experienced in most of the of 3 r d world countries is 

not found to be taken it in to serious consideration. 

This has resulted in either these lands being utilized for inappropriate uses 

such as warehouses, low income settlements, garbage disposal sites etc. 

creating unbearable Environmental hazards or being completely neglected and 

unutilized, making them isolated wastelands detached from city activities. It is 

of utmost importance to amalgamate such lost spaces in the Cityscape for 

effective use. 

The author therefore strongly recommends that these lost spaces are also to be 

amalgamated with the adjacent Urban Voids with the introduction of suitable 

Development activities, in order to utilize such resources for the benefit of the 

city without compromising the environment. 

As such 3 r d Chapter attempts to highlight the importance of amalgamating 

such Lost spaces/Wetlands with the cityscape for their effective use. 
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For that, in this chapter some foreign examples (as such successful examples 

are not found in local situation) are analyzed and Four basic Criteria for 

Urban Wetland related Development Approaches have been formulated as 

Wetland as a natural drainage system in Urban Context 

Wetlands as Recreational space 

Wetlands as an Economic Resource 

Wetlands as a Conservation Area. 

In selecting these examples, special attention has been paid to select them 

from countries which have 'situations' contrary to each other. 

Forth chapter is focused on to the Sri Lanka context. In that, particular region 

called. 'Core Area" of Colombo Metropolitan Region is considered for 

analysis and study. Wetlands within this particular Core Area are then 

'analyzed' using the criteria stipulated above, to find out development trends 

of such Wetlands. 

It is note worthy that, non of the wetlands can be analyzed based on one such 

criteria, rather each Wetland has development potentials under each criteria. 

Thus in this chapter such development potentials for selected Wetlands in the 

'Core Area' are briefly analyzed and discussed. 

For an example when analyzing Muthurajawela as a wetland it has 

development potentials as a 

a) Natural drainage system as it has a location wise viability for that. 

b) Recreational space, as it has a great bio-diversity, and also as 

presently functioning as a tourist attraction for eco-tourists, both local and 

foreign 

c) An economic resource, when carefully and wisely reclaimed 

(considering guidelines given in the 5 t h chapter) and used for future 
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developments or successfully developed so that land adjacent to the area get a 

reasonable land value. 

As a conservation area,, to preserve its bio-diversity while being used 

to revitalize surrounded urban voids. 

Although, it is possible to analyze those wetlands in terms of the 'Criteria as 

stipulated above, in practical situation it needs further classification. As such, 

in the Fifth chapter, certain strategies have been formulated, to be used in 

conjunction with the stipulated criteria. These strategies expresses different 

Development Potentials that come under each criteria. 

For an example, the criteria of developing a wetland as a natural drainage 

system has further analysed, and number of ways which it can be done has 

been identified, as using for adaptive functions such as play grounds or for 

water sports. 

Concluding, I may say that in practical situation non of the wetlands can be 

analyzed and listed out under one 'Criteria' or 'Strategy' stipulated 

above. Rather all of them over laps and it's the designer's duty to analyze 

the 'particular situation' attached with him and apply relevant strategies to 

revitalize the wetlands in the best suitable way. 

If a designers is to develop an urban void adjacent to a particular wetland he 

should analyse the situation and find out the best suitable strategy which can 

be adapted at that particular location in order to do it in a way that both the 

urban void and the wetland is revitalized, without making non of them 

suffered. 

Given in this dissertation is a set of 'Guidelines" out of which one could 

select the best suitable option for that purpose. 

It is the Designer's intuition experience and maturity that could lead him to 

play the role successfully. 
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